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Abstract Numerous efforts have focused on the problem of
reducing the impact of noise on the performance of various
speech systems such as speech recognition, speaker recog-
nition, and speech coding. These approaches consider alter-
native speech features, improved speech modeling, or al-
ternative training for acoustic speech models. This study
presents an alternative viewpoint by approaching the same
problem from the noise perspective. Here, a framework is
developed to analyze and use the noise information avail-
able for improving performance of speech systems. The pro-
posed framework focuses on explicitly modeling the noise
and its impact on speech system performance in the context
of speech enhancement. The framework is then employed
for development of a novel noise tracking algorithm for
achieving better speech enhancement under highly evolv-
ing noise types. The first part of this study employs a noise
update rate in conjunction with a target enhancement algo-
rithm to evaluate the need for tracking in many enhance-
ment algorithms. It is shown that noise tracking is more
beneficial in some environments than others. This is eval-
uated using the Log-MMSE enhancement scheme for a cor-
pus of four noise types consisting of Babble (BAB), White
Gaussian (WGN), Aircraft Cockpit (ACN), and Highway
Car (CAR) using the Itakura-Saito (IS) (Gray et al. in IEEE
Trans. Acoust. Speech Signal Process. 28:367–376, 1980)
quality measure. A test set of 200 speech utterances from the
TIMIT corpus are used for evaluations. The new Environ-
mentally Aware Noise Tracking (EA-NT) method is shown
to be superior in comparison with the contemporary noise
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tracking algorithms. Evaluations are performed for speech
degraded using a corpus of four noise types consisting of:
Babble (BAB), Machine Gun (MGN), Large Crowd (LCR),
and White Gaussian (WGN). Unlike existing approaches,
this study provides an effective foundation for addressing
noise in speech by emphasizing noise modeling so that avail-
able resources can be used to achieve more reliable overall
performance in speech systems.
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1 Introduction

One of the main factors limiting performance of speech sys-
tems is acoustic/environmental noise. Efforts to alleviate this
factor have been historically addressed under the area of
speech enhancement. Specifically, estimating the changing
noise parameters within speech environments with accuracy
and speed have been studied in the domain of “Noise Track-
ing”. The main focus of this study is to demonstrate the ne-
cessity and advantages of environment specific noise track-
ing solutions. For example, noise tracking requirements for
highly time varying noise types like babble noise are differ-
ent than a stationary noise scenario like car noise. In babble,
statistical properties of noise change rapidly with time de-
pending on the number of speakers constituting babble. In
this scenario, the focus is to track the variation of the noise
floor with time, minimizing the time lag. Conversely, noise
in a car has fewer time dependent parameters and these vari-
ables vary slowly with time. In a car, the focus of noise
tracking is to have an accurate representation of the fre-
quency content of the noise with time. In this scenario, the
speed of noise tracking becomes a secondary concern.
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As evident from this discussion, the motivation for the
proposed approach is that some noise environments are eas-
ier to predict and estimate than others due to their relatively
slow time varying structures. As the time variability of noise
increases, the focus of noise tracking changes from accuracy
of the frequency content evaluation to more careful assess-
ment of the time varying the noise floor. The focus of this
study is to demonstrate the necessity for tracking solutions
tailored to highly time varying noise.

There are two main parts of this study: first, character-
ization of the effect of time varying noise on speech en-
hancement performance. Using improvement in enhance-
ment quality as a function of noise update rate, it is demon-
strated that tracking can be extremely beneficial for highly
time varying environments. Second, based on this observa-
tion, a heuristic environment tracking solution is developed
for tracking in time varying environments.

This study proposes the use of noise update rate for
speech enhancement to characterize the noise environment.
The noise update rate is used to parametrize the time vary-
ing noise in terms of enhanced speech quality. The depen-
dence of enhancement quality on update rates is performed
using dual channel systems, where one channel is normally
dedicated to noise estimates for enhancing the speech and
the other channel is the noisy speech. We note that the
tracking solutions focus on single channel conditions. This
dual channel condition simulates the best possible track-
ing scenario where the estimated noise is the exactly the
same as the degrading noise. This allows the parameteri-
zation of the effectiveness of tracking by varying the esti-
mation rate. Under non-stationary conditions, frequent noise
updates are required to achieve an effective estimation of the
noise spectral structure. Conversely, stationary noise con-
ditions require fewer estimates across time. This strategy
was studied in Krishnamurthy and Hansen (2006) to pre-
dict the output enhancement quality for a given enhance-
ment scheme for a given environment. Here, it is used to
identify the effectiveness of tracking for individual environ-
ments.

After demonstrating the environment dependent bene-
fits of tracking, a model based tracking scheme is pro-
posed for superior performance in these environments. This
is achieved by first parameterizing the impact of noise on
speech for a given environment using statistical models, and
then using these models to predict the noise in a particular
frame during speech system deployment. This is different
from previously proposed work on noise tracking (Sect. 2)
as this strategy is the first to actively incorporate off-line
environment information for noise tracking. This is espe-
cially useful in conditions where there is a sudden burst of
background noise or there is rapid changes in background
with respect to speech. This differs from most contempo-
rary noise tracking schemes which are designed with the as-
sumption that noise changes slowly as compared to speech

(Sect. 2). Previous approaches do not work for environments
which change at a rate that is either comparable (babble) or
greater (machine-gun) than the time rate of speech. The ba-
sis of the proposed approach is that noise and noise-speech
interaction in an environment can be statistically character-
ized over a period of time prior to noise tracking. During
tracking, the pre-gathered information concerning the envi-
ronment can be used. The proposed approach uses a pre-
observed noise frame from earlier knowledge of the envi-
ronment, or a noise reservoir of the signal as a noise esti-
mate. Using the noise-only parts enables construction of a
degraded speech model with an available clean speech side-
corpus. When a noisy speech frame is observed, the clos-
est matching degraded frame from the database is searched
and the pre-observed noise used to degrade this frame is em-
ployed as the noise estimate.

This method relies more on learning the process signature
than statistically characterizing the noise, and hence it is not
impacted by the non stationary nature of noise. Noisy speech
frames are used to reconstruct a “speechy noise” frame, from
which a noise estimate is constructed. This method works
especially well in scenarios such as babble noise, where the
implied assumption is that the speakers in the background
do not change with time. Similarly, for impulse period noise
types such as a jackhammer or machine gun noise, the sig-
nature of the device does not change with time allowing us
to obtain an accurate estimate every frame. Conversely, sta-
tionary and slowly varying environments (e.g., white noise,
pink noise) do not require a noise estimate every frame. By
employing intelligent noise estimate/update rates, it is possi-
ble to conserve overall computational resources. This is ex-
tremely important for mobile devices requiring small foot-
print speech applications.

It should be noted that the focus of this paper is not
to provide a better enhancement solution, but to provide
methodologies for incorporating environment information
into speech systems. The applications discussed in this study
are examples where speech enhancement benefits from ex-
tracted environment specific information. These examples
can easily be extended to other speech applications for ro-
bustness in varying environmental conditions since the es-
timation of background noise parameters and the rate of
background update are relevant information for all practical
speech systems (e.g., coding, speech recognition, speaker
ID, etc.).

This paper is divided into three core phases; Sect. 2 deals
with approaches utilizing environment information in vari-
ous speech systems and considers previous research on noise
tracking for enhancement. Section 4 describes the proposed
algorithms for noise tracking and update rate has been elab-
orated in (Sect. 3). These algorithms are evaluated for en-
hancement along with comprehensive testing across differ-
ent noise conditions in Sect. 5. The last part of this study
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considers future applications of the formulated noise engi-
neering framework.

2 Previous research

2.1 Environmentally aware speech systems

The most recent approaches to incorporate environment in-
formation in speech systems include performing condition
dependent model evaluations as proposed by Xu et al. (2007,
2006). Specific to the vehicle environment, the knowledge of
vehicle-events was leveraged in noisy ASR, where vehicle
event specific acoustic-models were dynamically chosen for
decoding noisy speech (Environmental Sniffing by Akbacak
and Hansen 2007). Other approaches based on classification
of the environmental noise for better performance include
Kates (1995), where environment information is used to im-
prove hearing aid performance, as well as Ma et al. (2003)
who performed acoustic background noise classification for
generic context aware applications. In the car environment,
El-Maleh et al. (1999) proposed frame level noise classifica-
tion for mobile acoustic environment, with focus on speech
coding.

A main area of application for environment aware speech
systems is noise tracking. Here the power density spectrum
of noise is updated in the absence of speech. The purpose of
noise tracking is to estimate the noise in those parts of the
input where the speech “corrupts” the noise signal. The best
possible estimate of noise is needed to achieve an effective
enhancement solution. Let y denote the received speech sig-
nal, n and s denote the noise and speech components of the
signal respectively. Under an additive noise assumption, this
can be written as,

y = s + n. (1)

If we assume further that the noise and speech are statisti-
cally uncorrelated and orthogonal with either the speech or
noise being a zero mean process, the autocorrelation can be
written as,

Ryy(τ ) = Rss(τ ) + Rnn(τ), (2)

where, Ryy ,Rss , and Rnn are the received signal, speech and
noise autocorrelations respectively. If this is a function of
time, the above equation can be written as,

Ryy(τ, t) = Rss(τ, t) + Rnn(τ, t). (3)

Noise tracking requires that we estimate Rnn(τ, t) as a func-
tion of time. There have been many approaches to this prob-
lem. An overview of the prevalent algorithms has been de-
scribed in Fukane and Sahare (2011). One of the simplest
approximations being the approach where Rnn(τ, t) is a lin-
ear function in time, where Sbegin(k) and Send(k) denote the

known power density spectra at the beginning and end of
the utterance, and k is the FFT bin number. With this, the
intermediate power-density spectra at time index i can be
linearly estimated using the relation,

Si(k) = Send(k) − Sbegin(k)

N
·i + Sbegin(k). (4)

Another approach to this problem utilizes the fact that the
power of the degraded speech is always greater than the
power of the noise only part of the signal. Since speech is
an intermittent, time varying signal during voice communi-
cations, the noise can be tracked for short durations when
the speaker pauses by tracking the minimum over a window
of time,

Si(k) = min
{
Si−L(k), . . . , Si+L(k)

}
. (5)

The minima of noise is tracked over a window length of
2L + 1 about the target frame. This approach for noise
tracking was first proposed by Martin (1994). Later, Co-
hen (2003), proposed approaches where the power spectral
densities were weighted using speech presence probabilities
before they were used to decide the minimum across the
time frames. There has been much work towards obtaining
an accurate estimate of the smoothing terms for the recur-
sive estimation of noise and estimation of the signal pres-
ence probabilities, as noted by Cohen (2003). Rangachari
and Loizou (2006), proposed advancements over the MCRA
scheme that adapts faster to changing noise levels. This ap-
proach was further extended by Hendriks et al. (2008) where
they performed minima tracking on an eigen decomposition
subspace instead of the FFT bins. Examples of approaches
that use decompositions other than FFT include Chatlan and
Soraghan (2009).

All the above cited methods are based on the premise
that noise changes slowly compared to the change in speech
phoneme rate over a window length. This study analyzes the
dependence of the noise type on speech enhancement sys-
tems and proposes a noise tracking solution for extremely
time varying noise solution. The literature in noise and
speech is varied and rich, yet, environment dependent pro-
cessing solutions are not popular due to various reasons. The
next section describes Update Rate and uses it as a measure
of noise variability.

3 Environment evaluation using update rate

To analyze the time varying nature of noise in the context
of a speech enhancement system, the noise update rate re-
quired to maintain a given speech quality is employed. To
demonstrate its usefulness as a measure of noise variabil-
ity, it should be noted that as variability noise increases, the
frequency of updates required to achieve a given quality of
enhanced speech increases. Another way of looking at noise
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Fig. 1 Description of the Noise
Modeling framework. Here, one
noise update every three frames
from the noise only channel is
used to enhance speech in the
primary channel

update rate is that, for an increase in the noise update fre-
quency, the improvement in enhancement quality in babble
noise would be greater than in the car noise scenario. The
previous example demonstrates the utility of noise update
rate required for a given quality of enhancement as a param-
eter to describe the noise environment.

To demonstrate the dependence of noise update rate on
noise type, a model is constructed by varying the noise up-
date rate against a resultant enhancement quality measure
for different noise types. This procedure is carried out across
different SNR values using speech degraded under 4 differ-
ent environmental conditions. Figure 1 describes the noise
update rate process. Here, the first/primary channel consists
of noisy speech in a car environment at a given SNR. The
second/secondary channel contains the car noise instance
used to obtain the noisy speech in channel 1 by mixing
speech at the required SNR. For the purpose of this eval-
uation, a dual channel system is assumed, with one channel
containing only noise and the second containing the noise
degraded speech. The noise estimates from the second chan-
nel are used to enhance the speech in the primary channel.
This evaluation framework assumes a single channel envi-
ronment with the second channel being the golden reference
of the noise estimate to evaluate the impact of update rate
on speech enhancement. The noise frames from channel 2
are used in a sample and hold mode for a given update fre-
quency. This process ensures that the noise channel and the
noisy speech are in sync. The noise frames and the speech
frames are then used by the LogMMSE process to enhance
the noisy speech. The enhanced speech is used to evaluate
the impact of the noise update rate on the speech-quality for

a given noise environment. An average objective measure
of speech enhancement across a corpus is then plotted as a
function of noise update rate. These plots are indicative of
the relative stationarity of the noise. For a stationary noise
type, it is expected that the increase in update rate does not
correspond to a linear increase in the speech quality as op-
posed to non-stationary noise where frequent noise updates
is expected to result in further enhanced speech.

3.1 Noise update rate based assessment of noise properties

In this section, the above methodology is used to evaluate
a corpus of noise types for their time variability with re-
spect to speech signals. These noise types are aircraft cock-
pit, multi-speaker babble, stationary car, and white Gaussian
noise (AIR, BAB, HWY, WGN). The noise types under con-
sideration are selected because of their varying degree of
stationarity and their spectral properties. The degraded ut-
terances are enhanced using the log-MMSE algorithm. The
noise updates for the log-MMSE algorithm are performed
using noise from the second channel (i.e., to ensure an even
noise frame update process). The average IS (Itakura-Saito)
(Rabiner and Schafer 1978) measure is calculated for a set
192 phonetically balanced utterances from the TIMIT cor-
pus. This evaluation is performed for different noise update-
rates. From these experiments an enhanced vs. noise type vs.
noise update-rate model space is obtained. The same proce-
dure is carried out for a range of SNR values. This results
in the final update rate model for each of the given environ-
mental conditions. These data points are interpolated to ob-
tain an estimate of the model for the given SNR conditions.
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Fig. 2 (a) Update rate model
showing the mean for white
Gaussian noise, babble noise,
aircraft cockpit noise and
stationary car noise (b) the
variance of the IS measures for
different update rates, and
(c) the update-rate Vs. IS
measure model for aircraft
cockpit noise for different SNR
values 0 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB.
The x-axis origin denotes 1:3
condition i.e. 1 update every 3
frames

Given the update rates, the corresponding IS measures can
be estimated using this noise model. This section describes
the procedure used to compute the appropriate frame rates.

Here, a 20 msec frame size was used along with a Ham-
ming window, and the noise estimate was calculated as the
magnitude square of the Fourier transform. The speech and
noise signals were sampled at 16 kHz and PCM encoded.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the mean IS values after enhancement
across all frames in the 192 sentence set for different noise
update rates with noise updates at a frequency of 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 frames respectively. This is rep-
resented as (1:5) which corresponds to one spectral frame
spectral frame update every 5 frames. The variance in IS
measure across all frames for different update rates is shown
in Fig. 2(b) and the variation of mean is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Figure 2(c) shows the mean IS values after enhancement for
the aircraft cockpit noise model for update rates at SNR val-
ues of 0 dB, 5 dB, and 10 dB. A total of 24000 sentences
across different SNR’s and noise types were enhanced dur-
ing the process of obtaining the update rate dependency in
Fig. 2. The Stationary Car Noise is a low frequency re-
stricted bandwidth noise from a Chevy SUV Blazer travel-
ing on a highway at a speed of 65 mph. As observed from the
noise model plots, an increase in noise update rate does not

result in improved IS measure after enhancement. It should
also be noted that update rates as low as one spectral frame
response every 1000 ms (1:50 frames) give the same result-
ing quality of enhancement as one update every 100 ms (1:5
frames). This implies that an update rate of one update ev-
ery 1000 ms is sufficient to characterize this noise. The Air-
craft Cockpit Noise shows slightly more variability. This
noise was recorded in a Lockheed C130 transport plane fly-
ing at 25,000 ft and is almost as stationary as the car noise.
The major differences in the IS measure plots are due to
the difference in noise bandwidths. The shape of the model
plot is similar to that obtained for stationary car noise, how-
ever, the level is elevated. This is due to higher degradation
of speech spectral structure. White Gaussian Noise is the
most stationary of all the noise types considered. This noise
type has the largest bandwidth of degradation in the struc-
ture of speech due to its full band spectrum. These obser-
vations are reflected in the IS measure plots, since they are
flat but are shifted vertically, showing more degradation than
AIR or HWY. Since the Babble Noise is the most time vary-
ing and has spectral properties similar to speech, it has the
highest dependency on the update-rate parameter. This noise
type shows a general rising trend (i.e., as the update rate is
reduced the resulting enhancement suffers).
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Fig. 3 Distribution of IS measures for speech files degraded with dif-
ferent noise types. The pdfs with heavy tailed distributions represent
time varying noise types

Another interesting study is the variability within noise
itself. This can be evaluated by observing the distribution
of the IS measures within all frames for a noise type. For
the four noise types under consideration this is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The peakiness of the distribution is a direct indication
of the amount of stationarity since, for stationary noise types
the distance metrics would be clustered up together. These
can also be used to evaluate the relative effect of noise on the
speech utterance by comparison of the heaviness of the tail.
As seen from the figures, stationary car noise and aircraft
noise have shorter tails than the babble and White Gaussian
noise types.

As evident from the above analysis, the improvement ob-
tained from noise tracking increases with an increase in the
non-stationary nature of noise. The above observations were
used by Krishnamurthy and Hansen (2006) to estimate the
expected speech quality for a given environment for a par-
ticular speech enhancement solution. Here, the authors also
noted that the variance of errors increases with the increase
in the non-stationary noise of the environment. As evident
from the above analysis, it is evident that specific environ-
ment dependent processing can be leveraged for greater ben-
efit in non-stationary environment types. This observation
motivates the development of noise tracking solutions for
highly non stationary noise environments.

4 Noise tracking

The previous section demonstrated the necessity of spe-
cific noise tracking solutions for highly time varying noise
sources. As the rate of change of noise becomes closer to
that of speech, the existing noise tracking solutions become
ineffective as they are based on the assumption that the noise
statistics vary slowly relative to the speech statistics. This

leads to a very low noise floor for highly time varying noise
types. In this section, a novel noise tracking solution is pro-
posed that is based on statistically learning the noise patterns
and then reusing the noise patterns during the noise tracking
process. This approach leverages the fact that it is possible
to obtain noise only section of any environment. Using these
noise only sections, the non-stationary nature of the environ-
ment can be re-used for noise tracking. Previously available
information from the environment, or noise available from a
reservoir surrounding the speech utterance is used to create
the noise statistical models. This noise reservoir is used to
statistically model speech degraded with additive noise for
a particular environment. The closest frame to the degraded
speech at the current frame (which we call the target frame),
is used to find the closest match between the training data
to the test data. Next, the noise used to degrade this training
frame is employed as a noise estimate for the current test
frame. The noisy speech is given by,

y[n] = s[n] + d[n], (6)

where, y[n] is a frame of the received signal and s[n], d[n]
are the speech and noise signal respectively. The power den-
sity spectrum is calculated using the assumption of a zero
mean noise process that is independent of speech.

|Sy[ω]|2 = |Ss[ω]|2 + |Sd [ω]|2. (7)

Here, let d̂[n] be an estimate of d[n] such that we minimize,

arg min|�̂y − �y|2, (8)

where,

ŷ[n] = ŝ[n] + d̂[n], (9)

where �̂y and �y are extracted features from the test and tar-
get frames. The extracted features are used to reduce the
dimensionality of the data. Furthermore, to increase effi-
ciency of the process, the data is clustered into predeter-
mined groups and after assigning the current test frame to a
cluster, where the closest matching frame within the cluster
is determined. In the proposed setup described in Fig. 4, 19-
dimensional MFCCs are used as the feature vectors. MFCCs
were chosen since they have been shown to perform well
under most classification tasks for speech. Since no di-
rect one-to-one mapping exists from the MFCC to the sig-
nal, the MFCCs are tagged along with the noise belong-
ing to that frame and the noisy frame itself. The overall
algorithm process is described using the following pseudo
code:

Step 1: Extract the noise only parts from the noisy speech
signal.

Step 2: Use this noise data to degrade a secondary clean
speech data corpus. Save this degraded data corpus. This
speech corpus could be from the same speaker or from a
general pool of speakers.
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Fig. 4 The Proposed Noise
Tracking Algorithm tracks the
noise by creating a “speechy
noise” corpora and selecting
noise from the closest matching
noisy frame

Step 3: For each window frame, extract the feature vector
and retain the noise signal used to degrade the secondary
speech frame.

Step 4: Cluster all the extracted features from the secondary
degraded speech into 128 clusters/mixtures using a GMM
(Gaussian Mixture Model) (Reynolds and Rose 1995).

Step 5: Extract the feature vectors from the input noisy
speech.

Step 6: For each feature vector, find the most likely GMM
mixture component and within this mixture component,
find the nearest degraded MFCC vector to this particular
feature vector (target degraded speech) using the Euclidean
distance.

Step 7: Employ the noise that was used to degrade the
matching target degraded speech frame as the present noise
estimate.

Here, a GMM was chosen over other clustering methods
due to the availability of the second order statistics provided
by the GMM structure which can be used in other applica-
tions. The next section describes the noise update rate evalu-
ation algorithm and its applications to speech enhancement.
An evaluation of the performance of the two schemes pro-
posed and a comparison with available approaches is also
presented.

5 Analysis and results

5.1 Noise tracking

Experimental setup To evaluate the proposed noise track-
ing algorithm, a single test file is degraded from the 192
TIMIT core test sentence set. Only male speakers are used
for constructing the models. Babble noise at an SNR of
5 dB is used to degrade the speech file. To ensure that the
test and train noise sequences are not the same, different
noise observations are used. A sample from a large crowd
“booing” has been employed for the experiment because
of its non-stationary nature and potential impact on speech
enhancement algorithms. The degraded speech frames are
clustered into a 128 mixture GMM. A noise tracking algo-
rithm is used to estimate the noise distortion in the speech
degraded sections on a per frame basis. This noise esti-
mate is used as the true noise to enhance the speech us-
ing the Log-MMSE algorithm (Ephraim and Malah 1985).
The Log-MMSE scheme is chosen to emphasize the im-
pact of the noise tracking problem on a traditional, well
accepted method. In the enhancement process, the noisy
frame of speech is enhanced using a noise estimate and an
SNR estimate that is computed by the algorithm. We use
the computed noise frame as the reference for SNR com-
putation and speech enhancement. Figure 5 shows the re-
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Fig. 5 (a) Waveform of clean
speech and spectrograms of
(b) clean (c) degraded, and
(d) enhanced speech using
Martin noise tracking, and
(e) proposed noise tracking
scheme

sulting waveforms and spectrograms of degraded and en-
hanced speech corrupted with babble noise. For comparison,
the noise tracking methods from Martin (1994) and Cohen
(2003), are compared in Fig. 5d, along with the new noise
tracking method (Fig. 5e). It can be seen that the speech has
been enhanced under extremely noisy conditions. After the
enhancement process, a perceived level of music-like arti-
facts are present in the background, which are believed to be
residual formants of the corrupting babble noise persisting
after log-MMSE enhancement. These musical artifacts have
been studied in detail in Cappe (1994), where it has been
noticed that the perception of noise increases in lower SNR
speech enhancement conditions. Again, our focus here is not
to formulate a better enhancement algorithm but to formu-
late a better means of modeling and tracking noise across
time by focusing on noise properties. It can be seen that the
speech portions of the original signal have been preserved
after enhancement. There are some artifacts in the beginning
silence section of the utterance which are believed to be due
to non-matching noise frames in the test and train section.

Results Having illustrated the performance of the pro-
posed noise tracking algorithm for a single sentence, we

now turn to a more comprehensive evaluation over a larger
corpus to illustrate that the method scales up to general
speech applications. Furthermore, the noise tracking algo-
rithm was evaluated under three noise conditions including:
LCR (large crowd noise), BAB (Babble noise), and MGN
(Machine Gun Noise). These noise types have different lev-
els of stationarity. BAB and MGN are non-stationary noise
types whereas LCR is more stationary.The time varying
noise characteristics can be visualized in Fig. 6. These plots
describe the time evolution of the noise power spectral den-
sity. White noise has the least amount of time varying char-
acteristics and machine gun noise is the most time varying.

These were used to degrade TIMIT sentences at SNR lev-
els of −5 dB, 0 dB, and 5 dB. For these noise types, different
noise samples were used for training and test phases. A set of
192 sentences were randomly chosen from the TIMIT cor-
pus that were different from those used for training. A to-
tal of 6912 sentences were used to obtain the results (192
sentences × 3 SNRs × 3 noise types × 4 algorithms). The
Itakura-Saito (IS) distance measure was used to assess ob-
jective speech quality performance. As seen in Table 1, the
proposed noise tracking scheme either measurably outper-
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Fig. 6 Waterfall plots of 4 noise types used for evaluations in decreasing order of stationarity (1) white (2) large crowd (3) babble, and (4) machine
gun noise

Table 1 Comparison of
enhancement performance in
different environments
(BAB—babble,
MGN—machine gun,
LCR—large crowd).
(a) Original degraded quality
and quality of enhanced speech
using (b) Martin’s, (c) Cohen’s
and, (d) proposed new noise
tracking schemes

(a) (b) (c) (d)

BAB

−5 dB 4.13 3.94 3.89 3.44

0 dB 3.46 3.27 3.28 2.87

5 dB 2.71 2.55 2.70 2.15

MGN

−5 dB 3.71 4.13 4.96 3.11

0 dB 3.22 3.60 4.45 2.55

5 dB 2.08 6.84 4.66 2.33

LCR

−5 dB 4.69 4.55 3.99 3.46

0 dB 4.01 4.87 3.97 3.06

5 dB 2.83 2.87 3.60 2.50

avg rel improv −16.9 % −14.06 % 13.71 %

forms other schemes (7 of 9 conditions), or produces com-
parable enhancement output for most cases. The relative im-
provements are calculated using,

Ri = ISdegraded − ISenhanced

ISdegraded

× 100. (10)

Table 1 shows the IS values of the degraded speech en-
hanced using noise estimated with previously established

schemes and speech enhanced using the proposed noise esti-
mation scheme. As seen from these evaluations, the quality
of enhancement depends heavily on the stationarity of the
noise. The proposed new noise environment tracking frame-
work is seen to outperform both the existing methods for
all noise types and levels. An average 13.71 % improve-
ment in IS measure is obtained using the new tracking al-
gorithm. The stationarity of the noise signal can also be
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used to decide how many noise updates to use per frame
when noise-only frames are available. The noise estimates
can be further improved by incorporating information about
the current noise state or adapting the Train model set to
the existing noisy speech file. Another advantage of the
current proposed method is the consistency in performance
as noise type/level charge, whereas other methods do not
provide such consistent performance under changing condi-
tions.

6 Conclusion

In this study, environment aware speech processing solu-
tions were proposed with specific emphasis on noise track-
ing and noise update rate estimation. It was shown that by
utilizing a framework where the noise properties are ex-
tracted and used for noise tracking, superior tracking perfor-
mances can be obtained. The environmental properties were
also used for determining the update rate of noise required
for a given level of enhancement quality. The proposed
framework explicitly modeled the pre-observed environ-
mental noise and its impact on speech system performance.
This framework was employed for developing a novel noise
tracking algorithm to achieve better speech enhancement
under highly evolving noise types. The enhancement was
performed used the Log-MMSE algorithm. The new Envi-
ronmentally Aware Noise Tracking (EA-NT) method was
shown to have superior performance compared to the tra-
ditional noise tracking algorithms. Evaluations were per-
formed for speech degraded using a corpus of four noise
types consisting of: Babble (BAB), Machine Gun (MGN),
Large Crowd (LCR), and White Gaussian (WGN). A test
set of 200 speech utterances from the TIMIT corpus were
used for evaluations and an average enhancement improve-
ment of 13 % was obtained as opposed to other schemes
that degrade the speech in similar environments. The sec-
ond part of this study proposed an algorithm to predict the
output quality of the enhanced speech for a given enhance-
ment scheme by focusing on analysis of the noise environ-
ment. This framework was evaluated using the Log-MMSE
enhancement scheme for a corpus of four noise types con-
sisting of Babble (BAB), White Gaussian (WGN), Aircraft
Cockpit (ACN), and Highway Car (CAR) using the Itakura-
Saito (IS) quality measure. An average performance mis-
match of 0.13 IS was obtained using the proposed algorithm
to estimate the quality of the enhanced speech. The mis-
match between the predicted and observed quality is on the
order of slight coding distortions for the noise types consid-
ered. These advancements provide an effective foundation
for addressing noise in speech by placing emphasis on noise
modeling, so that available resources can be used more ef-
ficiently to achieve superior overall performance in speech
systems.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribu-
tion, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s)
and the source are credited.
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